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Tuesday 13 September 2016 

[11:00 – 12:00] PLENARY LECTURE 

Fiona Peters 

Bath Spa University  

    

Place and Space: Fantasy and Nostalgia in the Crime Fiction of Barbara Vine 

It might appear to be stating the obvious to argue that crime fiction is all about the criminal 

act, and that all else around that moment, or series of moments, while important, is 

nonetheless peripheral. More recent shifts in the genre have seen the emphasis turning to 

the centrality of location, not merely to set the mood, but as an active and arguably essential 

element of the criminal process. This has been perhaps most prevalent in what is loosely 

termed 'Nordic' or 'Scandi' Noir, but is expanding to encompass many different geographical 

locations. This paper will consider exactly why location is now so central to discussions of 

crime fiction. One way to approach it is purely in a commercial sense that merges the 

vicarious pleasures of real and fictional crimes - the London Ripper and Holmes tours are 

now joined by Wallender tours of Ystad, for example. 

It is however, intimately linked with time, and as certain novels become part of our very 

recent history, it is interesting to trace the ways in which this evokes a very particular 

fantasized nostalgia, one that affects readers quite differently, depending on age, location 

and cultural and material memory. This talk will focus on Barbara Vine's novels, in which 

parts of London become dominant, dwarfing the human characters, at the same time as 

evoking a past just gone, but that can still be glimpsed in the buildings and landmarks. To 

take two examples, Grasshopper is set mainly on the rooftops of West London, and will 

certainly make the reader think about pylons in a new way while King Solomon's Carpet 

reveals, both in the author as well as the characters, an obsession with the dark, dangerous 

world beneath the streets, the London Underground system. This talk will incorporate these 

and other Vine novels, to demonstrate that her particular appeal is not exclusively 

psychological - she also cleverly manipulates our nostalgia for place and space. 

Fiona Peters is a senior lecturer in English Literature and Cultural Studies at Bath Spa 

University in the UK. Her research on the crime writer Patricia Highsmith is internationally 

recognised. Her 2011 monograph Anxiety and Evil in the Writings of Patricia Highsmith 

(Ashgate) has been described as ‘the first properly academic study of this underrated author’ 

and has been adopted as set reading in universities across the United States. Subsequently, 

Dr. Peters was invited to guest edit a volume of the prestigious “Clues” journal, “Patricia 

Highsmith: A Re-evaluation,” to mark the twentieth anniversary of Highsmith’s death. This 

volume was published in November 2015. She runs the Captivating Criminality conference 

series at BSU and is co-director (with Agnieszka Sienkiewicz-Charlish) of the Captivating 

Criminality Network. She is currently working on a monograph on Ruth Rendell. 

http://www.captivatingcriminalitynetwork.net/
http://www.captivatingcriminalitynetwork.net/


 

 

[12:30 – 14:00] PANEL 1: TRANSLATION AND THE EARLY TWENTIETH-

CENTURY CRIME NOVEL  

 

Maurizio Viezzi 

University of Trieste/University of Turku 

 

Time and Space in Crime Fiction Titles: Focus on Translation 

Titles are names for a purpose (Fisher 1984), they are devised with a view to specific 

functions to be fulfilled – seductive, suggestive, intertextual, descriptive etc. (Viezzi 2011). 

Particularly significant among the functions to be fulfilled by titles is the suggestive function 

– a title is in itself a key to interpretation (Eco 1983): as Genette (1987) wonders, how would 

we read Joyce’s Ulysses if it were not entitled Ulysses? 

Translating a title means devising a title for a translated product, and the reformulation of 

the semantic content of the source title is just one possible option, priority being often given 

to target titles using a different semantic content to fulfil functions in another market and in 

another linguaculture. Titles may thus be said to be often characterised by variation across 

space: for example, Peter Robinson’s The Summer That Never Was is Ein seltener Fall [= An 

unusual case] in Germany, El peso de la culpa [= The burden of guilt] in Spain, Vicino al cuore 

[= Close to the heart] in Italy etc. The repercussions in terms of readers’ expectations (and 

possibly in the way in which the novel is perceived or interpreted) are obvious. 

Crime fiction titles often contain references to time or space. When they are translated, 

those references may be maintained as such or modified or cancelled altogether (see the 

example above). The paper will discuss the practice of modifying/cancelling references to 

time or space in translated crime fiction titles, its main causes and effects on the basis of a 

number of examples in different languages. 

Maurizio Viezzi is professor of simultaneous and consecutive interpreting from English into 

Italian at the University of Trieste (Italy). He has published extensively on different aspects of 

translation and interpreting and lectured in several European and non-European universities. 

His main research interests are interpretation quality, interpreting and political 

communication, and translation of book and film titles. He was President of the European 

Language Council from 2013 to 2015 and is currently President of CIUTI (Conférence 

Internationale permanente d’Instituts Universitaires de Traducteurs et Interprètes). 

 

  



 

 

Daniel Ogden 

Mälardalen University, Sweden 

 

Sex and the City. Hjalmar Söderberg's Critique of the Modern City in DoktorGlas(1905) 

This paper examines the many narrative and topographical intersects in Hjalmar Söderberg’s 

classic Swedish novel, Doktor Glas. The novel is many things. It is a story of a physician 

obsessed with saving a married woman from her sexually abusive clergyman husband, and it 

is a story of the radical transformation of Stockholm into a modern city in the 1890s, when 

the action of the story takes place. Like the main character, the physician Dr Glas, Stockholm 

has a dual personality. On the one hand it is known for its beauty as the ‘Queen of Lake 

Mälaren’. On the other, it is also known as the ‘Whore’ of the same for the dark secrets of 

crime and sexual passion it hides within its remaining narrow streets and alleys. Söderberg 

captures the dual character of both the city and the doctor and weaves them together in an 

intricate tale of crime and passion. The novel is both a scathing indictment of the gendered 

sexual politics of the day, and a compelling psychological description of a man who is driven 

by forces he does not fully understand. With its refusal to punish a person who commits 

murder, the novel continues to spark controversy today, more than a hundred years after it 

was written. 

Originally from the US, Daniel Ogden taught at the English Department of Uppsala University 

for many years and is currently teaching at Mälardalen University. His main, for not sole, field 

of research is utopian and dystopian literature. His two most recent publications, both from 

2012, are “English in Seventeenth Century Sweden” and “Anders Sparrman and the Abolition 

of the British Slave Trade.” 

 

Brittain Bright 

Independent Scholar 

 

Place/Character Dynamics in the Golden Age Detective Novel 

Place is far from a static background to action; it is a vital narrative force that can, and often 

does, shape a reader’s understanding of a work of fiction. In crime fiction particularly, place 

can often provide subtle clues that are far more relevant to an understanding of the text 

than those provided by the plot. Ideas about what is supposed to happen in a particular sort 

of place, and how characters are supposed to behave therein, create a pivotal relationship of 

character and place, and the two are often developed in tandem. This paper will refer to the 

work of three prominent authors of Golden Age detective fiction in order to illustrate three 

very different models of the character/place dynamic.  

Agatha Christie, the quintessential Golden Age author, creates places in a shorthand way; 

however, her “cardboard” places, like “cardboard” characters, are more meaningful than 



 

 

they initially appear. Frequently Christie’s characters use place purposefully, to construct a 

narrative. Like other narratives in crime novels, these may be intended as benign, as in The 

Hollow (1946), or deceptive, as in Peril at End House (1932). In the work of Gladys Mitchell, 

place has a psychological force of its own. Far from controlling them, characters are 

frequently defined by their response to places. In novels such as When Last I Died (1941) and 

The Mystery of the Butcher’s Shop (1929), places virtually become characters in their own 

right. The novels of Dorothy L. Sayers offer yet another possibility, that of the synergy 

between character and place. Sayers considered place an essential unity of the novel, and 

her places exert a powerful influence. Often defined by detail, places such as the 

gentlemen’s club in The Unpleasantness at the Bellona Club (1928) and the college in Gaudy 

Night (1935) exist in the text as perceived by the characters, who map their own 

interpretations onto them. 

Christie’s places may be said to be structural, Mitchell’s psychological, and Sayers’ holistic. 

All the authors, however, recognise the power of place, and emphasise the crucial 

interactions of place and character. 

Brittain Bright received her PhD from Goldsmiths, University of London, for her work on 

place in Golden Age detective fiction. She has published several articles in edited collections 

and is currently revising that work for a monograph. She is also working on the first book 

about the work of Gladys Mitchell. 

 

[12:30 – 14:00] PANEL 2: CRIME NARRATIVES FROM ACROSS THE WORLD I 

 

Joanna Radosz 

Institute for Russian Studies, Adam Mickiewicz University 

 

Post-Soviet Identity in Crime Fiction 

The collapse of the Soviet Union has enabled the wave of various genres of popular 

literature (including crime fiction) to fill the literary market in the post-Soviet space, 

especially Russia. At first mostly foreign stories appeared on the market, soon to be followed 

by national crime stories. Most popular post-Soviet crime fiction authors, apart from some 

stories by Boris Akunin, aim at showing an extended contemporary social and cultural 

background. 

The main purpose of the given paper is to present the most important and popular parts of 

the background creation in post-Soviet crime fiction. It concerns both space and time, 

analysing characters’ attitude towards Soviet heritage as well as the topography of cities in 

new, free-market conditions. The aim here is to focus on some representative aspects of 

post-Soviet crime fiction as a whole rather than to analyse particular novels. The attention is 



 

 

paid to a wide range of writers, some well-known abroad and others recognised only in 

Russia and other post-Soviet countries: from Alexandra Marinina and Daria Dontsova to 

Tatiana Ustinova and Lev Gurskiy. The paper attempts to synthesise the most popular and 

important motives to create a map of ideas of post-Soviet space which appear in crime 

stories. The topics taken into consideration include: Moscow vs Saint-Petersburg, attitude 

towards politics, the so-called „Novye Russkiye” and the urban landscape after the collapse 

of the Soviet Union. 

In June, 2014 Joanna Radosz obtained a Bachelor’s degree in Russian language and culture at 

the Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń. Her fields of interest are social and cultural 

aspects of sports (especially in the post-Soviet space), contemporary Russian popular 

literature (mainly crime fiction and fantasy) and the socio-cultural background of politics in 

Russia. She attended various academic conferences, eg. “Crime Fiction Here and There and 

Again” in 2014 (co-author of a paper with mgr Anna Łagan). She was awarded with a prize for 

the best paper in philological studies at the Lomonosov-2016 conference in Moscow. In June, 

2016, she defended her Master’s thesis on the reflection of social changes in post-Soviet 

Russia in the works of Alexandra Marinina. In October, 2016, she will begin her Ph. D. studies 

in the Institute For Russian Studies, Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań. 

 

Milla Fedorova 

Georgetown University 

 

Representation and Investigation of Crime in Post-Soviet Gangster Films 

This paper discusses the fusion of film genres that became popular in Russia in the later 

years of Perestroika and reached full bloom in the post-Soviet era: gangster mystery films. 

While the main focus of these films is formation and complex allegiances in the new criminal 

groups in Russia, investigation of crime and the ethical dilemmas the detectives face dealing 

with organized crime occupy a prominent place in these films.  

The precursors of post-Soviet gangster films in Russia were Soviet TV crime series: The 

Investigation is Conducted by Experts1 (1971 – 1989; multiple directors) and, especially, 

Stanislav Govorukhin’s The Meeting Place Cannot be Changed (1975) that gave the audience 

glimpses of the criminals’ life, and sometimes even of organized criminal groups, through the 

process of investigation: the protagonists, members of the Soviet militia, naturally, 

represented the law and order. However, the detectives investigating organized crime 

sometimes had to cooperate with the criminals or employ illegal means: Gleb Zheglov in 

Govorukhin’s film presents the most notable example. The problem of crime investigation in 

a corrupt society and establishing borders between justified and unacceptable in the process 

of investigation and punishment of the criminals becomes especially acute in the mafia-
                                                           
1 In Russian, the title is based on a pun: “experts” – znatoki – is an acronym comprised of the 
first syllables of the three protagonists’ names: Znamensky, Tomin, Kibrid. 



 

 

driven Russia of the 1990s: if the mafia cooperates with the authorities, do any efficient legal 

ways to fight it remain? The paper explores various strategies chosen by official and 

unofficial detectives in such films as Egor Konchalovsky’s Antikiller and Vladimir Bortko’s 

series Bandit Petersburg.  

Milla Fedorova is an Associate Professor in the Department of Slavic Languages, Georgetown 

University. Her area of expertise is Russian twentieth century literature (including its 

marginal genres, such as sci-fi and crime fiction), film, and Internet. She is especially 

interested in intertextual relations: in the texts she studies, she searches for patterns and 

unexpected connections that sometimes go beyond the twentieth century. Her book Yankees 

in Petrograd, Bosheviks in New York examines the myth of America as the Other World at the 

moment of its transition from the Russian to the Soviet version. 

 

Kerstin Bergman 

Lund University, Sweden 

 

Urban Action and Personal Vendettas: The New Swedish Police Thriller of the 2010s 

Since the 1960s, Sweden has been known for its police procedural tradition with authors like 

Maj Sjöwall and Per Wahlöö, Henning Mankell, Håkan Nesser, and many others. Starting in 

the late 1990s, there was a division of the police novel into two distinct types: The 

countryside novels, more inspired by the British tradition, focusing on local and personal 

crimes (represented by authors like Camilla Läckberg) and the urban novels, inspired by the 

American tradition, filled with social and political criticism and often dealing with trans-

national crime, containing international outlooks (represented by for example Dahl). 

In the 2010s, however, we have seen a third type of police novels enter the Swedish crime 

fiction scene. These novels are modern police thrillers, filled with action and aiming to 

entertain. The protagonists are hard-boiled loners, (mostly) police officers who act both 

sides of the legal boundaries. Good examples would be novels by Anders De la Motte, Anna 

Karolina, Kallentoft and Lutteman, Jens Lapidus, and Olle Lönnaeus. This paper will address 

the characteristics of these new police thrillers, why they appear now in the 2010s, and the 

role and importance of the urban space for their stories. 

Kerstin Bergman is an Affiliate Associate Professor of Lund University in Sweden, a literary 

critic, and a member of the Swedish Academy of Crime Fiction. She is the author of Swedish 

Crime Fiction: The Making of Nordic Noir (2014). As an expert on crime fiction, a writer and 

lecturer, she runs CrimeGarden and blogs (in Swedish) about crime fiction at crimegarden.se. 

 

  



 

 

[15:00 – 16:30] PANEL 3: ACROSS TIME AND SPACE: CHARACTER IN 

TRANSFORMATION 

 

Lucyna Krawczyk-Żywko 

University of Warsaw 

 

Time Travelling with Jack the Ripper 

It is not always 1888 for Jack the Ripper. Even though his horrifying exploits are said to have 

stopped in November of that year, popular culture has not ceased to resurrect either the 

killer, or his victims. It went further, letting him visit other times and other cities. The paper 

examines this particular trend of Ripperana found in literature, e.g. Robert Bloch’s “Yours 

Truly – Jack the Ripper” (1943) or “A Toy for Juliette” (1967), Harlan Ellison’s “The Prowler In 

the City at the Edge of the World” (1967), Félix J. Palma’s The Map of Time (2008), and on 

screen, e.g. Star Trek’s “Wolf in the Fold” (1967), Time After Time (1979), Babylon 5’s 

“Comes the Inquisitor” (1995). This paper sets out to establish to what extent this late-

Victorian killer is capable of adjusting to new settings, how the “future” witnesses and 

characters react to his crimes, both past and present, and what these revisions reveal about 

us – the audience that keeps coming back to consume such stories. 

Lucyna Krawczyk-Żywko is an assistant professor at the Institute of English Studies, 

University of Warsaw. She is interested in contemporary perceptions of nineteenth-century 

characters, has published several articles on neo-Victorian retellings and co-edited a volume 

of essays We the Neo-Victorians: Perspectives on Literature and Culture (2013). Her latest 

editorial collection is Exploring History: British Culture and Society 1700 to the Present. Essays 

in Honour of Professor Emma Harris (2015). Now she would welcome contributions to a 

volume on the presence of Victorian detectives in contemporary culture. 

 

Dieter Fuchs  

University of Vienna 

 

“The World Is Not Enough”: Time and Space in the James Bond Movies 

This paper is going to argue that the James Bond Movies present a double time, space and 

plot scheme. Whereas every single film presents a teleological detection plot, the movies 

taken as a whole feature a cyclical structural design: in every movie the end and the 

beginning are more or less exactly identical. 

Featuring Commander Bond as an unmarried womanizer who (at least for the given 

moment) succeeds in finding the perfect girl, each movie has exactly the same end. Although 

each movie ends with love and romance, the next one again features Commander Bond as a 



 

 

womanizer who succeeds in finding the perfect girl at the end, and so on. Thus the James 

Bond movie corpus does not show any character or plot development. 

As far as the spatial design is concerned, both the individual movies and the corpus feature 

the whole world as a setting. In contrast to the relative spatial confinement of a realistic 

novel protagonist, the world is not enough for Commander Bond. 

Thus the Bond movie corpus presents an aesthetic tension between two types of narrative: 

the novel and the epic romance. In contrast to the novel tradition, which tends to present 

the character development of an average person, a realistic and coherent story line and a 

coherent temporal and spatial design, the romance tradition works exactly the other way 

round. And like a hero in the genre of epic romance, James Bond is featured as a sort of 

larger than life character. 

Although many Bond movies are based on novels, this paper is going to argue that the James 

Bond corpus may be considered in the generic light of the epic romance rather than the 

novel. 

Dieter Fuchs, PhD, is a full-time lecturer at the Department of English and American Studies 

of the University of Vienna. He received his doctorate from LMU Munich; his PhD thesis on 

James Joyce and Menippean Satire was supervised by the internationally renowned Joyce 

scholar and textual critic Hans Walter Gabler. His main research areas include: Shakespeare 

and early modern studies; James Joyce and high modernism; Irish studies; literary and 

cultural theory, and the campus novel. Methodologically speaking, Fuchs focuses on: 

rewritings of the ancients (cultural archaeology, intertextuality, myths and archetypes); 

discursive and semiotic approaches to cultural representation; intermediality (literature, 

music, film, and visual arts); transatlantic and/or Austria-related cultural transfer and 

circulation. Fuchs has just finalized his second book (habilitation thesis) on Elizabethan 

revenge tragedy. 

 

Jacqui Miller 

Liverpool Hope University 

 

Tom Ripley, Time, Place and Transformation 

Patricia Highsmith was a particularly peripatetic author. She herself lived in numerous places 

from her country of origin, the United States, to England, and Europe, including Switzerland, 

the place of her death. The settings for her novels were at least as varied. As well as several 

set in the United States, for example, Found in the Street, they also encompassed Tunisia 

(The Tremors of Forgery), Venice (Those Who Walk Away), and Suffolk, England (A 

Suspension of Murder). Others cross national boundaries such as the passage from mainland 

Greece, to Crete, to France, in The Two Faces of January. 



 

 

The Ripliad exemplifies this restlessness. In The Talented Mr Ripley, Tom Ripley is first 

encountered in New York, but soon travels across Italy and France, ending on a voyage to 

Greece. By Ripley Underground his home is in France, but he necessarily flits back and forth 

to London, and the remaining three novels see him travelling to Germany, Morocco, and 

even back to the United States. The film adaptations further complicate the geographical 

dislocations. For example, the first adaptation of Ripley’s Game,  Wim Wenders’ The 

American Friend, moves the central location from France to a triangulation between 

Hamburg, Paris and New York, while Liliana Cavani’s subsequent reinterpretation sets the 

film within Italy. 

In The Talented Mr Ripley, Ripley despised what he saw as the crass commercialism of 

America and its bankrupt culture, whilst yearning for a Europe that he saw as the epitome of 

cultural achievement. However, by Ripley Underground he was beginning to demonstrate 

aspects of the American leisure class he had formerly despised, and by the later novels, he 

has returned as a tourist to America with his wife Hortense, and he has been disappointed 

not to inherit his Aunt Dottie’s Boston home. In The Boy Who Followed Ripley the 

iconographic album of the New York underground, Lou Reed’s Transformer is his favourite 

music and plays a part in developing his ambiguous relationship with a young American man. 

Meanwhile, on his continued travels with Hortense, their plunder of ‘authentic’ local 

costumes and homeware represent a new form of American conspicuous consumption as 

marked as purchase of an American supermarket by Dickie Greenleaf that Ripley had earlier 

despised. This paper will explore the meaning and function of place for Ripley within the 

novels, examining how his changing relationship to countries charts the development of his 

character, as well as representing a commentary on America’s transforming but ongoing 

cultural colonialism. 

Jacqui Miller is Principal Lecturer in Film History and Head of Department of Media and 

Communication at Liverpool Hope University. She is a film historian with an interest in the 

representational relationship between film, history, and culture. She has published widely on 

a range of areas within film studies and crime fiction.  

 

  



 

 

[15:00 – 16:30] PANEL 4: CRIME NARRATIVES FROM ACROSS THE WORLD II 

 

Ewald Mengel 

Tomas Bata University, Zlin 

 

Trauma, Entanglement, and the Structure of Michiel Heynes' Lost Ground (2011) 

In a South African context, detective fiction takes on a special, political meaning. After the 

fall of apartheid, South Africa’s most important task is to find out ‘who(’s)dunnit’. What is 

important for the individual author is also important for the country as a whole. The Truth 

and Reconciliation Commission is a case in point, but also the dealings of the secret police, 

the role of the impimpies (informers, spies), the conflict between Inkatha and the ANC, the 

internal warfare between foreign hostel dwellers and the local population, and the attempts 

of former politicians to hush up their deeds provide the subject matter of these works. 

Michiel Heynes' Lost Ground reflects the 'entanglements' of South African trauma through 

its own narrative structures. When Peter Jacobs after 22 years of British exile comes back to 

Alfredville, a dorp in the Little Karoo, the freelance journalist, who intends to write a human 

interest story about the recent murder of his cousin for the New Yorker, has a ready-made 

script at the back of his mind. It is based on the Othello story (a black man murders his 

innocent white wife out of jealousy). For himself, Jacobs has reserved the role of a distanced 

observer toeing the sidelines. However, in the course of the novel's story, he becomes a 

double ‘murderer’ instead - if not literally so, at least in a moral sense. His lack of trust 

makes his formerly best friend Bennie Nienaber commit suicide, and he is accused of having 

caused the death of his cousin Desiree, at least indirectly, by turning his back on S.A. in the 

eighties to avoid conscription, ignoring selfishly the secret (and unacknowledged, because 

homosexual) love which Bennie felt for him at the time. The past becomes 'father' of a 

traumatizing present:  the witness is turned into a perpetrator, the seeker for truth ends up 

as angel of death, the journalist can no longer write his human interest story, and his identity 

is destroyed. The structure of this detective novel is an implicit comment on the 'entangling' 

and 'entangled' condition of contemporary South Africa. 

Ewald Mengel is currently Professor of English and American Literature and Culture at Tomas 

Bata University in Zlin (Czech Republic). He has written books on Harold Pinter, the English 

historical novel, Charles Dickens, translations of classical German plays for the modern 

English stage, the British novel of the 18th century, and 20th century British drama. More 

recently, his research has concentrated on the translation and reception of Anglophone plays 

on Vienna’s stages of the 20th century, and on the contemporary South African trauma novel. 

Together with Michela Borzaga and Karin Orantes, he has edited Trauma, Memory and 

Narrative in South Africa: Interviews (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2010) and together with Michela 

Borzaga Trauma, Memory and Narrative in the Contemporary  South African Novel: Essays 

(Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2012). 



 

 

Linda Ledford-Miller 

University of Scranton  

 

A Philosopher in the City: Inspector Espinosa in Rio de Janeiro 

Inspector Espinosa, aptly named for the eponymous philosopher and author of Ethics, is 

chief of the Copacabana precinct in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in a series of eight novels by Luiz 

Alfred Garcia-Roza, a professor of philosophy and psychology who retired after the success 

of the first novel. Seven of the novels are available in English. Plots in the series are always 

complex and convoluted and resolutions often unexpected. 

Unlike most of his colleagues, Espinosa is an honest, ethical police officer, He is more a man 

of thought than of action, wandering the streets of Rio, sometimes aimlessly, lost in thought, 

daydreaming, or imagining possible scenarios related to a crime—scenarios that are often 

inaccurate. He lives in the apartment inherited from his parents, the same apartment and 

neighborhood where he grew up. Somewhere in his past, he has an ex-wife and a child, now 

living in the United States. His frozen dinners suggest a routine bachelor’s life, but his living 

bookshelf—books placed vertically, then horizontally, and again vertically to create shelves 

without shelving—are one indication of his deviation from generic detectives. Epinosa’s 

investigations invariably delve deep into the psychology of other characters as well as his own, 

all set amid the “cidade maravilhosa” or marvelous city of Rio de Janeiro. 

Linda Ledford-Miller has degrees in Luso-Brazilian literature and Comparative Literature 

from the University of Texas, Austin, specializing in Literature of the Americas. She has 

published widely on travel writing and women writers. An avid reader of mysteries, she has 

shifted focus to crime fiction, recently publishing on the American J.D. Robb and the 

Canadian Louise Penny. 

 

Wolfgang Görtschacher 

University of Salzburg 

 

Geopolitics, the Yugoslav Wars and Val McDermid's Poetics of Crime Fiction in The 

Skeleton Road 

 

Val McDermid’s standalone novel The Skeleton Road (2014), a whodunit novel, is introduced 

by an epigraph which forms its thematic leitmotif: “the geography of the world is not a 

product of nature but a product of histories of struggle between competing authorities over 

the power to organize, occupy and administer space.” It prepares her readers for a very 

political crime novel. Set in Edinburgh, Oxford, and Croatia during the Balkan Wars of the 

1990s, it involves as protagonist Detective Chief Inspector Karen Pirie, Head of the Historic 

Cases Unit for Police Scotland. The main themes range from genocide and ethnic tensions to 



 

 

individual human betrayal. This paper will offer an in-depth analysis of the novel that is 

based on an interview with the author conducted in Salzburg in November 2015. 

 

Wolfgang Görtschacher is a Senior Assistant Professor at the University of Salzburg. He is the 

author of Little Magazine Profiles: The Little Magazines in Great Britain 1939-1993 (1993) and 

Contemporary Views on the Little Magazine Scene (2000). Among the many books that he 

(co-)edited are So also ist das / So That's What It's Like: Eine zweisprachige Anthologie 

britischer Gegenwartslyrik (2002), Raw Amber: An Anthology of Contemporary Lithuanian 

Poetry (2002), The Romantic Imagination: A William Oxley Casebook (2005), Fiction and 

Literary Prizes in Great Britain (2006), Ovid’s ‘Metamorphoses’ in English Poetry (2009), and 

Mozart in Anglophone Cultures (2009). He has published numerous articles on contemporary 

poetry, the British little magazine and small press scene, and translation studies. He is the 

owner-director of the press Poetry Salzburg and edits the little magazine Poetry Salzburg 

Review. 

 

 

 

[17:00 – 18:00] MEET THE AUTHOR: ANYA LIPSKA 

 

Anya Lipska is a British crime writer, TV producer and scriptwriter. Lipska’s crime thriller 

series, set in East London, follows the adventures and investigations of Janusz Kiszka, tough 

guy and fixer to the Polish community, and the sharp-elbowed young police detective 

Natalie Kershaw. The Kiszka & Kershaw series has won critical acclaim and was recently 

optioned by BBC Drama as a potential TV crime series. A radio story featuring the character 

of Kiszka was broadcast as part of the BBC’s ‘Poles in the UK’ series on Radio 4 in 2015. 

Anya’s debut, Where the Devil Can’t Go, led to her selection by Val McDermid for 

the prestigious New Blood panel at the 2013 Harrogate Crime Festival. It was followed by 

Death Can’t Take a Joke, and A Devil Under the Skin. She is supported by the Polish Cultural 

Institute in the UK, which is dedicated to bringing an understanding of Polish arts and culture 

to a UK audience. Married to a Pole, Lipska lives in East London. She works as a TV producer 

and has credits on a wide variety of factual programmes on many different topics, whether 

it’s Neanderthal archaeology, saving the clouded leopard in the wild, or Italy’s Renaissance 

Gardens. 
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[9:00 – 11:00] PANEL 5: HISTORICISING CRIME FICTION 

Aneta Kliszcz 

Jesuit University Ignatianum in Cracow 

 

Playing with Time, Space and Narrative in Arturo Pérez Reverte’s The Flanders Panel (La 

table des Flandes) 

Arturo Pérez Reverte’s The Flanders Panel (La table des Flandes) is a masterfully written 

novel whose structure is based on the ‘story within the story’ concept. As such it offers the 

reader not one but two crime stories in two different time planes (the 15th century murder 

of Roger d’Arras and two present time murders of people who are close to the main female 

protagonist), played out on three different planes (in the real world (both past and present), 

on the chessboard and on the painting) all of them linked by the eponymous fictional picture 

of Pieter van Huys. 

The main framework of the novel is constituted by the storyteller’s remarks on ludic function 

of story (in general) and its fictional, i.e. artificial character. The fictitious character of every 

story is highlighted by the narrative shift employed by Pérez Reverte: a past murder is 

related in the order of discovery in accordance with Roger Caillois’ diagnosis of the narrative 

structure of a detective novel (with an analogy in the chess game played backwards, i.e. in 

reconstructing the game presented on a fictional painting) while modern events are related 

as they happen (or as the protagonist became aware of them) – an order characteristic for 

hard-boiled fiction (again with an analogy in the chess game this time played forward from 

the situation presented on the painting). Hence, the narrative experiences shifts that are not 

only chronological and but also generic, therefore challenging the reader to modify his 

approach and forcing him into a more active mode of participation in the act of reading than 

that of merely following words (or a story). 

The paper examines the issues mentioned above in detail. 

Aneta Kliszcz received her M.A. degree at the Faculty of Philology of the Jagiellonian 

University in 2003 (The title of her M.A. thesis: Problem winy tragicznej w Królu Edypie 

Sofoklesa i Królu Learze W. Shakespeare’a” [The problem of “tragic guilt” in Sophocles’ 

Oedipus Tyrannus and in W. Shakespeare’s King Lear]) and her Ph.D. degree at the Faculty of 

Polish Studies at the Jagiellonian University of Cracow in 2005 (The title of her Ph.D. thesis: 

Poetyka komedii renesansowej. Próba określenia modelu gatunku. [The Poetics of 

Renaissance comedy. Towards the genre model.]). In 2004 and 2005 she was an occasional 

student at The Warburg Institute as Sasakawa Foundation SYLFF fellow. Presently she is an 

adjunct in the Department of Ancient and Medieval Culture in the Institute of Culture Studies 



 

 

at the Faculty of Philosophy of the Jesuit Univeristy Ignatianum in Cracow and a collaborator 

of Polski Słownik Biograficzny [Polish Biographical Dictionary], a joint serial publication of the 

Polska Akademia Umiejętności [Polish Academy of Arts and Sciences] and of Polska Akademia 

Nauk [Polish Academy of Sciences] edited at the Instytut Historiii m. T. Manteuffla [Tadeusz 

Manteuffel Institute of History]. 

 

Barbara Braid 

Szczecin University 

 

The Apparitional Palimpsestic Past in Caleb Carr’s The Alienist (1994) 

In his book Palimpsests Gerard Genette defines the titular phenomenon, in reference to 

literature, as “a relationship of co-presence between two texts or among several texts; (…) 

the actual presence of one text within another,” pointing at such postmodern practices as 

intertextuality, plagiarism or allusion as its examples. Yet the term is used in various fields – 

including history and architecture – to metaphorically (or literarily) signify the co-existence 

of the past and the present. Reading the past of a city – like the one offered in Caleb Carr’s 

The Alienist (1994) – allows a combination of spaces in which a multidimensional palimpsest 

is possible. Carr’s novel is an example of neo-Victorian crime fiction, set in New York in 1896, 

which puts historical figures, such as Theodore Roosevelt, the police superintendent of the 

time, in a fictional plot of a chase after a serial killer of the city’s impoverished immigrant 

children. Nineteenth-century realism in the representation of the city – with meticulous 

reconstruction of its both existing and long-demolished landmarks – and the social mores of 

the period are mixed with somewhat anachronistic description of police work and the 

profiling skills of the fictional alienist, Dr Laszlo Kreizler. The proposed paper focuses on the 

palimpsest in terms of the historical fabric of the novel, but also in terms of the urban 

structure and its relation to the psyche of the serial killer, whose past traumas coexist with 

the present urge to murder and mutilate. The theory of trauma and hauntology are used for 

this analysis, in order to show how the revelation of the past in the psychological, urban and 

literary palimpsest allow an understanding of the (fictional) present. 

Barbara Braid is Assistant Lecturer at the English Department at Szczecin University, Poland. 

She has published extensively on Victorian, neo-Victorian, lesbian and gothic literature. She is 

currently working on a PhD dissertation on the motifs of female insanity in Victorian and neo-

Victorian fiction. She has been an avid reader of crime fiction since her early teens. 

 

  



 

 

Rudolf Weiss 

University of Vienna 

 

Fin de Siècle Vienna in Frank Tallis’ Liebermann Mysteries 

The English clinical psychologist Frank Tallis has written six Max Liebermann mysteries set in 

Vienna between 1902 and 1914. A psychoanalyst and disciple of Sigmund Freud, Liebermann 

works as a consultant for the security office, assisting his friend, Detective Inspector Oskar 

Reinhardt. While the sidekick is the central character, fin de siècle Vienna is the genuine 

protagonist. The reader accompanies the two investigators on their journeys through 

Vienna, to coffee-houses, restaurants, and various cultural venues. 

However, Tallis’ novels do not simply provide a guided tour through the imperial capital but 

intricately link Liebermann and Reinhardt’s investigations with cultural, intellectual and 

political phenomena, particularly so in Deadly Communion (2010) and Death and the Maiden 

(2011). In the latter the (in)famous mayor of Vienna, Karl Lueger, becomes one of the prime 

suspects, and Liebermann supports Gustav Mahler, at that time director of the court opera, 

in his confrontation with the anti-Semitic press. In the former, the interplay between eros 

and thanatos, a prime peculiarity of the contemporaneous Viennese mindset, affiliates plot 

structure, theme, and space against the background of Freud’s theory of drives, the reform 

dress movement, and dress designs of members of the Secession. Towards the end of the 

novel, Liebermann and Reinhardt enjoy a production of Tristan and Isolde, designed by the 

Secession artist Alfred Roller, in which the  Liebestod/love death aesthetically unites the two 

opposites. 

The paper will explore the function of these cultural phenomena in creating the distinctive 

spatial flavour as well as in scaffolding the structure of these “psychoanalytic detective 

stories” located in Vienna at a time when the foundations of psychoanalysis as well as of 

forensic science were laid by Freud and Landsteiner, respectively. 

Rudolf Weiss is Associate Professor in the English Department of the University of Vienna, 

Austria. He holds a PhD from the University of Vienna and took his postdoctoral degree 

(habilitation) in 2000 with a study of the dramatic aesthetics of the Edwardian New 

Dramatists; the monograph – Der Januskopf der traditionellen Moderne: Die Dramenästhetik 

St. John Hankins und John Galsworthys – was published by Wissenschaftlicher Verlag Trier in 

2002. In 2005 he edited a hitherto unknown play by St. John Hankin: A Pleasant Evening,  or 

A Little Dissipation: A Farcical Comedy in Three Acts. He is co-editor of a two-volume 

collection of essays Weltbühne Wien/World Stage Vienna: Approaches to Cultural Transfer 

and Die Rezeption anglophoner Dramen auf Wiener Bühnen des 20. Jahrhunderts (WVT  

2010). He also co-edited a volume of essays on Anglo-German Theatrical Exchange 

(Brill/Rodopi 2015). He has mainly published on nineteenth- and  twentieth-century drama 

and theatre as well as reception history and cultural transfer, modern(ist) and contemporary  

fiction, representations of London in literature, and musico-literary studies. 



 

 

Christoph Houswitschka 

University of Bramberg 

 

Noir Cities in Dark Times: The Englishness of Philip Kerr’s Bernie Gunther Detective Novels 

Philip Kerr’s Bernie Gunther detective novels create a world for British readers focusing on a 

specific period in history and the cities it shaped. On the author’s website one can read: 

“Bernie is an equal-opportunity hater: the Ivans, the Frogs, the Brits, the Amis, and certainly 

the Krauts-because he's seen them all in action and knows the blackness of their souls.” All 

novels under scrutiny take place in noir cities such as Berlin, Prague and Belgrade under Nazi 

rule. Bernie Gunther is sardonic and cynical in the tradition of the hardboiled detective. In 

this vein, he has a tough sense of humor and a rigid sense of right and wrong. Philip Kerr has 

a British stock character in the disguise of a German detective enter the stage of the British 

obsession with Nazi Germany. The setting is a guarantee for success and at the same time 

falls out of the rituals of political correctness in a vicious way. For better or worse, Philip Kerr 

has created his own vision of Nazi Germany that plays with visions of otherness and the 

continental heart of darkness while accommodating a simplifying idea of national differences 

and uncorrupted common sense as a redeeming train of thought investigating English 

identity. 

Christoph Houswitschka is a professor of English literature at the Otto-Friedrich-University, 

Bamberg. His research interests include contemporary English literature, Jewish literature, 

law and literature in the eighteenth century, especially the radical culture of the 1790s 

(Treason Trials of 1794), and the literature of the fifteenth century (Thomas Malory's Le 

Morte D’Arthur). He is co-editor of an introduction into English and American Studies 

(München: Beck, 2nd ed. 2007). 

 

[9:00 – 11:00] PANEL 6: ‘THIS IS THE CITY’, OR MAPPING THE URBAN SPACE 

 

Magdalena Tosik 

UMK, Toruń 

 

Barcelona in the Carvalho Series of Manuel Vázquez Montalbán 

Manuel Vázquez Montalbán is a Spanish writer of detective stories, acclaimed by critics, 

precursor of Spanish noir novels, and the author of books on the adventures of Pepe 

Carvalho, a private detective in post-Francoist Spain. After the spectacular success of Tattoo 

(the second book on Carvalho´s adventures), Montalbán continued writing the series for 

over twenty years and clearly declared his intention of creating a chronicle of contemporary 

Spain. The series reflects the post-Francoist Spain of the seventies and later the evolving 

society of the eighties and nineties.  The plot is mainly set in Barcelona which is symptomatic 



 

 

as the city was a prosperous centre of industry in that time and undergoing dramatic 

transformations which were the result of the transition process and profound social and 

economic changes. However, the concept of the city presented in the Carvalho series is 

much wider than just a location. Here the physical space might stand for a whole structure 

for constructing a detective story. Sometimes it is used as a background which introduces 

differences between social classes and historical divisions or Carvalho´s mood. Montalbán 

creates a chronicle that goes beyond the reflection of the reality. Barcelona is presented 

here as a living mechanism; a fact which might lead the author and reader to metaphysical 

reflections on the nature of reality, as Frederic Jameson does on Raymond Chandler´s works. 

It might also provoke an analysis of political and social processes according to Gramscian 

ideas of hegemony; and, above all, it lets the author deliberately record the evolution of the 

city in the last 30 years of the 20th century. The paper is about the functions of the city, 

Barcelona, in Carvalho´s series.   

Magdalena Tosik has a BA in Teaching English as a Foreign Language (Adam Mickiewicz 

University-UAMPoznań), and an MA in Spanish philology (University of Warsaw-UW 

Warszawa). She works and studies at Nicolaus Copernicus University (UMK) in Toruń, working 

on her PhD thesis La interculturalidaden la traducción de la novella negra. El caso de la serie 

Carvalho de Manuel Vázquez Montalbán (The interculturality in translating. The case of the 

Carvalho series by Manuel Vázquez Montalbán) 

 

Anna Krawczyk-Łaskarzewska 

UWM, Olsztyn 

 

“This Is Belfast. Make Time!” The City as a Hieroglyphic Text in The Fall 

This presentation will be devoted to the ways in which Belfast is shown in the British crime 

TV series The Fall. To be precise, the functions of the urban setting will be examined, bearing 

in mind Elizabeth Grierson’s remark that “the spatialisation of the world takes precedence 

over chronological orderings of time” and confronting it with the persistent relevance of 

history in a traumatized, poverty-ridden, contested city of ill repute. The Fall’s Belfast can 

very well be read as a Kracauerian text: a puzzling entity in need of decoding. Its calculated, 

uneasy calm and outbursts of violence constitute a disturbing parallel to the behaviour of its 

serial killer protagonist, while the legacy of sectarian grievances becomes a significant part 

of character development, especially in terms of elucidating past/present motivations and 

underscoring the outsider status of the principal investigator. Alternating between drabness 

and glamour, between no-go areas and seemingly safe public spaces, the cityscapes of 

Belfast offer a surprisingly effective background for the cat and mouse drama. 

Anna Krawczyk-Łaskarzewska is an Assistant Professor at the Department of English 

Philology, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn (Poland), where she teaches film and 

media. She published articles and edited volumes devoted to film and TV adaptations, book 

illustrations and other pop/visual culture phenomena, as well as William Gibson’s prose and 



 

 

cultural representations of the city. Her current research focuses on the theoretical and 

practical aspects of reimagining and repurposing iconic literary characters. 

 

Emma Robertson 

Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań 

 

Reconstructing the Regional Capital in 1990s Noir: To Rebuild or to Remember? 

“Nothing disappears completely ... In space, what came earlier continues to underpin what 

follows …” 

(Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space) 

The urban landscape of regional capitals creates a dynamic foundation for three of the most 

successful European ‘noir’ series: Edinburgh as inhabited by Ian Rankin’s DI Rebus; Marseille 

as made famous by Jean-Claude Izzo’s Fabio Montale; and Barcelona as depicted by Manuel 

Vázquez Montalbán’s Pepe Carvalho. Seeking to make a new contribution to the extensive 

discussion on the ‘character’ of the city in noir novels, this paper centres on the evolution of 

the city driven by urban renewal. Considering first why redevelopment projects feature so 

prominently in texts dating from the 1990s, a marked tension between nostalgia and 

newness emerges as each city contemplates its future in a new millennium. This conflict is 

then linked to the question of regionalism: redevelopment projects as extensive as the new 

Scottish parliament building, the Olympic stadium in Barcelona or the regeneration of the 

Marseille marina, appear to be intertwined with the need to assert regional identity at a 

particular point in time. Rather than merely providing a “realistic” backdrop, however, the 

changing architectural landscape becomes not only reflective of socio-political changes in 

the city, but also integral to the development – or perhaps redevelopment? – of crime 

narratives in the noir genre. 

Emma Robertson is a Masters student on the Erasmus Mundus Crossways in Cultural 

Narratives program: after studying at the University of Guelph in Canada for her first 

semester, she is currently a student at the Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznan, and will 

complete her studies at the University of Santiago de Compostela in Spain in 2017. She 

graduated from the University of St Andrews in 2015 with a First Class Honours in English and 

French where she received several academic prizes, including a commendation in the 

international Undergraduate Awards. She particularly enjoyed studying Scottish Literature 

and Contemporary French Crime Fiction in her final undergraduate year: these areas of study 

led her to the subject of her Master’s thesis, which will focus on the changing landscape of 

the regional capital in Jean-Claude Izzo’s Marseille, Manuel Vásquez Montalbán’s Barcelona 

and Ian Rankin’s Edinburgh.  

 

  



 

 

Irina Antonenko 

University of Gdańsk 

 

The 'Mean Streets' of Manhattan in the Works of Paul Auster, Tom Wolfe and Bret Easton 

Ellis 

This presentation considers the relationship between urban space and crime in three 

canonical partly crime fiction novels: Paul Auster's City of Glass (1985), Tom Wolfe's The 

Bonfire of Vanities (1987) and Bret Easton Eliss's American Psycho (1991). The paper reflects 

on how life in a great contemporary city is represented by crime and the ways in which the 

novels can be read as a moral critique of the state of the American nation in the 1980s and 

1990s. 

Irina Antonenko is a PhD student at the University of Gdansk, a graduate of Horlivka Institute 

for Foreign Languages, Ukraine (Master’s Degree in English Language and Literature), a 

teacher of English and Russian. Her PhD research focus is the metropolis of New York and 

various aspects of life in the great contemporary city in American Literature in the XX-XXI 

centuries. 

 

[11:30 – 12:30] PLENARY LECTURE 

David Schmid 

University at Buffalo 

 

From the Locked Room to the Globe: Space in Crime Fiction. 

The premise of this paper is that the base-superstructure relation, one of the foundational 

categories of Marxist cultural analysis, can make an important contribution to theorizing two 

related aspects of crime fiction: its spatial dynamics and the ways in which the genre thinks 

the relation between the state and civil society (in the Gramscian sense). 

As initially stated by Karl Marx in his ‘Preface’ to ‘A Contribution to the Critique of Political 

Economy’ (1859), elaborated by Friedrich Engels in his correspondence after Marx’s death, 

and then refined by Raymond Williams in his path-breaking 1973 essay “Base and 

Superstructure in Marxist Cultural Theory,” the concept of the relation between base and 

superstructure has a long and complex history. 

For the purposes of this paper, I want to argue against a reductive view of the role of the 

state in crime fiction that would resemble a reductive view of the base-superstructure 

relation. This reductive view argues that the state has a monopoly on violence and 

determines, in a linear and straightforward manner, other types of ‘superstructural’ 



 

 

violence. Instead, I want to argue for a more fluid, multi-dimensional, and overdetermined 

understanding of the relation between state crime and civil crime in crime fiction, one that 

resembles Williams’ understanding of the base-superstructure relation: “So, we have to say 

that when we talk of ‘the base’, we are talking of a process, and not a state [....] We have to 

revalue ‘superstructure’ towards a related range of cultural practices, and away from a 

reflected, reproduced, or specifically-dependent content. And, crucially, we have to revalue 

‘the base’ away from [the] notion[s] of [either] a fixed economic or [a] technological 

abstraction, and towards the specific activities of men in real, social and economic 

relationships, containing fundamental contradictions and variations, and, therefore, always 

in a state of dynamic process.” 

The implications of Williams’ processual reformulation of the base-superstructure relation 

for crime fiction is that the genre’s ability to convey a sense of social totality, and of the 

spatial relations that make up that totality, depends upon showing how state and civil 

society both rest upon criminal foundations, foundations that are mutually constitutive of 

each other rather than being characterized by overly simplistic understandings of 

determination. This paper will conclude by demonstrating these points by discussing the 

work of David Peace, which exemplifies both the complex relations between state crime and 

civil crime, and the spaces used by crime fiction to illustrate those relations. 

David Schmid is an Associate Professor in the Department of English at the University at 

Buffalo, where he teaches courses in British and American fiction, cultural studies, and 

popular culture. He has published on a variety of subjects, including the nonfiction novel, 

celebrity, film adaptation, Dracula, and pedagogy and he is the author of Natural Born 

Celebrities: Serial Killers in American Culture (University of Chicago Press, 2005), the co-

author of Zombie Talk: Culture, History, Politics (Palgrave, 2015), the editor of Violence in 

American Popular Culture (Praeger, 2015), and the co-editor of  Globalization and the State in 

Contemporary Crime Fiction: A World of Crime (Palgrave, 2016). Forthcoming work includes 

an edited anthology of crime fiction criticism (Bloomsbury), and a series of DVDs on mystery 

and suspense fiction (The Teaching Company). 

 

[13:30 – 15:00] PANEL 7: EXCAVATING TIME PAST 

Jadwiga Węgrodzka 

University of Gdańsk 

 

Crime, Archeology and Exotic Settings in Christie’s Murder in Mesopotamia and 

Guzowska’s Ofiara Polikseny 

Archeological excavations in the exotic space of the Middle East serve as the spatiotemporal 

setting of crime and investigation in both Agatha Christie’s Murder in Mesopotamia (1936) 

and Marta Guzowska’s Ofiara Polikseny (2012). In addition to sharing many similarities, both 



 

 

novels also play with and deconstruct the romantic clichés of the exotic Orient and of 

exciting archeological discoveries. In tension to the exotic setting, both books define the 

Otherness of the murderer in unexpected terms. The novels also differ in how they establish 

the links of the presented and implied spaces with the crime plot: in Guzowska’s novel the 

crimes seem strictly connected with its exotic archeological setting though the solution 

subverts the initial expectations; in Christie’s novel the setting is less suspensefully 

connected with the crime and mainly performs metaphorical and self-referential (meta-

generic) functions. 

Jadwiga Węgrodzka, Associate Professor in the Institute of British and American Studies, 

University of Gdańsk; teaches mainstream and popular British literature courses and 

publishes on British mainstream fiction, crime fiction, children’s literature, fantastic literature 

and fairy story. Her publications include Characters in Literary Fictions (2015; editor), Canon 

Unbound (2011; editor), Patterns of Enchantment: E. Nesbit and the Traditions of Children’s 

Literature (2007) and Instructive curiosity: Suspense in C. S. Lewis's Trilogy (1995). 

 

Keith McAllister & Colm Donnelly 

Queen’s University Belfast, United Kingdom  

 

Mapping the (in)-between-(in) the Borderlands of North West Ulster: Brian McGilloway as 

Literary Detective of the Now & Then. 

Set in the borderlands between Letterkenny and Derry-Londonderry, a landscape scarred by 

glacier, river and cartographer’s pen, the Ulster crime novelist, Brian McGilloway chronicles 

the challenges and fears of contemporary society. Following in the footsteps of Nordic and 

Tartan Noir, McGilloway recognises the importance of the past in trying to reach an 

understanding of the present. His critique, however, goes beyond criminal behaviour 

motivated primarily by politics or religion, allowing a deeper and more meaningful diagnosis 

of the ‘state of the nation’. 

Place, name and event become especially important in contextualising the liminal in 

McGilloway’s rural borderland settings. In doing so, McGilloway continues in the rich 

tradition of the medieval Gaelic filid and the contemporary Ulster poet in trying to both 

chronicle and rationalise the man-made amidst the elemental in this land of both Planter & 

Gael. Ritual, language, and the sacral are all instruments for investigation in helping 

McGilloway reveal an acute pathology of our times to his readers. Through his choice of 

chief protagonist, An Garda Síochána officer Benedict Devlin, McGilloway turns detective to 

critically investigate both the seemingly straightforward and the unseen lurking in the rural 

Ulster landscape; temporally and spatially, a place of displacement, loss and complicated 

histories, redolent and entwined with the ghosts of the past. 



 

 

Turning literary investigators, the authors contend that there is much to learn from this 

physiography, not just for the borderlands of North West Ulster, but for the wider 

countryside and society beyond. 

Keith McAllister is a Lecturer in Architecture at Queen’s University of Belfast. A practicing 

Chartered Architect, his on-going academic research is focused primarily on the relationships 

between people and place, including those linking the built environment, loss and fear, 

especially for those populations without a voice. He has practiced architecture in Russia, Italy 

and the UK. 

Colm Donnelly is a Senior Research Fellow and Director of the Centre of Archaeological 

Fieldwork at Queen’s University Belfast. Colm is an historical archaeologist who specialises in 

Medieval and 17th-century buildings, with a particular interest in tower houses, the subject 

of his doctoral research. A founding member of the Irish Post-Medieval Archaeology Group in 

1999, he is also an experienced field archaeologist and teaches field archaeology modules at 

Queen's. Colm has directed excavations at sites across Northern Ireland over the past 20 

years and, since 2010, he has led a transatlantic excavation and education programme 

between the University of Massachusetts in Lowell, USA and Queen’s University Belfast. 

 

Jean Bearton 

Université de Toulouse-Jean Jaurès 

 

Converging Routes and Channels in Lin Anderson’s Paths of the Dead (2014). 

In this novel, Lin Anderson decided to introduce a medium able to communicate with dead 

people, intending to explore this unscientific route paralleling her favourite pathologist 

character (Rhona MacLeod)s. What’s more, she set out the crime scenes in “Druidic” places 

and started a crime game. Thus she forces two worlds — that of science and that of the 

paranormal — to coexist and to cooperate. This presentation means to explore how many 

routes and channels of facts and feelings are supposed to happen to converge in a Scottish 

landscape. 

Jean Berton is Professor in Scottish Studies at the University of Toulouse Jean Jaurès, France 

and currently President of the French Society for Scottish Studies. His interests have primarily 

concerned the history and the languages of Scotland. Developing a cultural approach to 

Scottish literature, more particularly of the Highlands and Islands, he has naturally decided, 

over the last few years, to devote some closer attention to crime fiction highlighting modern 

social political and aesthetic issues — how can we interpret the landscapes and backgrounds 

in those narratives and the deeper-level interactions among characters? He is now working 

on the publication of the conference papers produced during his January 2016 conference 

“Crime, Punishment, and the Scots”.  

 

  

http://www.science.ulster.ac.uk/crg/ipmag/


 

 

[13:30 – 15:00] PANEL 8: GENRE TRANSGRESSIONS 

 

Arco van Ieperen 

State University of Applied Sciences in Elbląg 

 

Dracula and Vampyres: From Transylvania to the Dark Streets of Manhattan 

Whereas Bram Stoker’s Dracula originally inhabits the rather empty region of Transylvania 

and Sheridan Le Fanu’s Carmilla the picturesque setting of a castle in Styria, Charlie Hudson’s 

Vampyres thrive best in one of the most densely-populated areas on earth, Manhattan. They 

have found that it is easier to find victims to feed on and that the Vampyres’ aversion to 

sunlight is less noticeable among the throngs of people. Huston’s protagonist, Joe Pitt, 

refuses to adhere to any of the New York clans of Vampyres or their ideologies and, although 

he lives inside Manhattan, he is forced to exist in a kind of no-man’s land, a fact that is 

echoed in his temporarily leading a subterranean existence. 

 

The series is set in modern-day New York and the aspect of time is a central point in the 

novels. Since sunlight is lethal for Vampyres, they are forced to inhabit the nightlife of 

Manhattan, with its dark underworld and locales with questionable reputations. The dark 

hours hide the dark secrets that the clans have and the killings that their continuous 

bloodlust causes. The passing of time itself is also different for the vampires in Hudson’s 

series, as they have been infected with a virus that heals the body almost instantly and 

battles the process of ageing. 

 

This paper will first set out to establish the early settings of space and time that writers such 

as Sheridan Le Fanu and Bram Stoker have created and follow those throughout the 19th and 

20th centuries. These settings will then be put it in contrast with the modern-day setting of 

Charlie Huston’s supernatural fiction series featuring reluctant Vampyre-detective Joe Pitt, 

with a special focus on how time and space are used throughout the novels. 

Arco van Ieperen was born in the Netherlands and is presently an EFL teacher-trainer at the 

State University of Applied Sciences in Elblag, Poland. He is a graduate of the Hague 

University, with a BA in Economics, and has an MA in English Philology from the University of 

Gdańsk. He has attended several international conferences concerning English and American 

Literature, as well as Economics, and written articles in both fields. In 1996 he published a 

volume of poetry titled “De tango met mijn schaduw/Tango z moim cieniem” (Tango with my 

shadow) in both Dutch and Polish. He is a member of the Alternative Elblag Literary Club. 

 

  



 

 

Ksenia Olkusz 

Facta Ficta Research Centre in Kraków 

Between Gothic and Crime Fiction: Transgressive Frontiers 

The aesthetics of crime and gothic fiction alike is frequently based upon a creation of the 

story world familiar to the reality known both to the writer and their readers. To create, 

mainly, a plausible narrative perspective allows for displaying a disharmonious worldview 

when the order of reality is somehow disturbed. In horror fiction, usually, this is bound to 

the intrusion of supernatural forces, whilst in crime fiction this is an eponymous crime that is 

perceived as an obstruction to the legal and ethical order—and so, in both these 

conventions the deeds of protagonists revolve around the quest of reinstating the former 

balance of forces. In gothic fiction it is executed by eliminating the supernatural, whereas in 

crime fiction by investigating and prosecuting the criminal. Additionally, the tendency of 

choosing a familiar setting for the plot is also an argument in favour of drawing comparisons 

between two aforementioned narratives: this strategy, mainly, allows for immersing the 

reader in the story world and making them react more emotionally and personally to the 

presented storyline. This paper argues that one of the most interesting—and, at the same 

time, important—narrative phenomenons common for both crime and horror fiction would 

be a liminal, transgressive frontier, one wherein the ways of building up an atmosphere of 

fear seem to align with the ways of world-making. 

Ksenia Olkusz is a literary historian, critic, and theorist; she is assistant professor and CEO at 

the Facta Ficta Research Centre in Kraków (factaficta.org); she is also a managing editor at 

„Creatio Fantastica” journal (creatiofantastica.com); she has authored The Contemporaneity 

in the Mirror of Horror: On the Newest Polish Gothic Fiction (2010) and Materialism versus 

Esotericism. The Second Generation of Polish Positivists and the Otherworldly (2007) and 

edited i.al. Zombies in Culture (2016); her research interests span across popular culture & 

literature studies, dystopian studies, gothic, horror, and crime fiction; she also co-manages 

the utopian & dystopian studies project His Master’s Voice (hismastersvoice.org) 

 

Marcia A. Morris 

Georgetown University 

 

Forms of Crime and of the Chronotope in Jasper Fforde’s Thursday Next Novels 

In his seminal essay “Forms of Time and of the Chronotope in the Novel,” Mikhail Bakhtin 

posits the chronotope as “the intrinsic connectedness of temporal and spatial relationships 

artistically expressed in literature.” The chronotope defines a novel’s genre and determines 

the image of its hero/ine. Jasper Fforde’s seven Thursday Next novels are generic omnibuses, 

comprising elements of crime fiction, fantasy, and dystopia, so we might expect them also to 

comprise multiple chronotopes. Surprisingly, however, Fforde employs one and the same 



 

 

controlling chronotope in each of the first four novels, that of the “adventure novel of 

ordeal,” in which lovers of mysterious lineage experience sudden passion, are parted, suffer 

obstacles, and finally find each other again. During Bakhtin’s adventure time, love and, 

indeed, the human subject as well as his/her surroundings remain unchanged. “This most 

abstract of all chronotopes is also the most static. In such a chronotope the world and the 

individual are finished items, absolutely immobile. In it there is no potential for evolution, 

for growth, for change. As a result of the action described in the novel, nothing in its world is 

destroyed, remade, changed or created anew. What we get is a mere affirmation of the 

identity between what had been at the beginning and what is at the end. Adventure time 

leaves no trace.” 

 

This paper shows how the early Thursday Next novels (The Eyre Affair, 2001, Lost in a Good 

Book, 2002, The Well of Lost Plots, 2003, Something Rotten 2004) activate the archaic 

adventure-of-ordeal chronotope both in the “real” world of the novels and in the paralleled 

fantasy world of fiction where Thursday makes her home for long stretches of time. It argues 

that the multifarious crimes Thursday solves within both worlds can all be subsumed into the 

novels’ overarching master crime, the forced confinement of reality into a chronotope that 

leaves no room for personal growth or freedom. The paper alludes to the fact that Thursday 

gradually succeeds in overcoming adventure time in her final three novels (Thursday Next: 

First Among Sequels, 2008, One of Our Thursdays Is Missing, 2011, The Woman Who Died A 

Lot 2012) and concludes by suggesting that the novels, taken together, represent a meta-

literary experiment in liberating crime fiction from the constraints of chronotopic rigidity. 

Marcia A. Morris is Professor of Slavic Languages and Literatures at Georgetown University. 

She is the author of Saints and Revolutionaries: The Ascetic Hero in Russian Literature, The 

Literature of Roguery in Seventeenth- and Eighteenth Century Russia, and Russian Tales of 

Demonic Possession: Translations of Savva Grudtsyn and Solomonia, as well as a number of 

articles on the Russian crime fiction writer, Boris Akunin. 

 

[15:30 – 17:00] PANEL 9: CRIME IN NEOLIBERAL SPACE 

 

Andrew Pepper 

Queen’s University Belfast 

Precarious Lives in the Neoliberal City: Slowness and Vulnerability in Walter’s Mosley’s 

Always Outnumbered, Always Outgunned 

The urban crime story has typically presented the city “as a problem to be solved” (Schmid, 

1995) and hence the linear/temporal movement of the plot towards some kind of resolution, 

however partial or incomplete this might be, contributes to the move to bring the city to 



 

 

order. In other words, the space-time co-ordinates of much crime fiction create an 

inexorable, if sometimes unwitting, move towards recovery, knowledge, order and 

resolution. This paper looks at Walter Mosley’s Always Outnumbered, Always Outgunned 

(1997), a collection of linked stories, about the efforts of ex-con Socrates Fortlow to rebuild 

his life in Los Angeles, at the time of the 1992 riots. It argues that the episodic structure of 

the collection allows Mosley to negotiate a path around the typical temporal trajectory of 

the crime story (crime-investigation-closure) and instead focuses on Fortlow’s awkward, 

unpredictable, compromised efforts to make restitution for his own crimes and seek justice 

for others. This focus on ‘slowness’ (where slowness is defined in terms of Mosley’s nuanced 

delineation of discreet episodes and stands apart from the genre’s typical rush towards 

closure) and ‘vulnerability’ (where the capacities of his protagonist to act decisively are 

circumscribed by the circumstances of poverty and racism) enables Mosley to strip down 

and reassemble the crime novel in such a way that allows him to identify and offer counter-

positions to the logic of economic neoliberalism and the precariousness it induces. 

Andrew Pepper is Senior Lecturer in English at Queen’s University Belfast. He is the author of 

the recently published Unwilling Executioner: Crime Fiction and the State (Oxford University 

Press 2016) and The Contemporary American Crime Novel (Edinburgh University Press 2000), 

and the co-editor (with David Schmid) of Globalization and the State in Contemporary Crime 

Fiction: A World of Crime (Palgrave 2016). He is also the author of a series of crime novels set 

in nineteenth-century Britain and Ireland, including The Last Days of Newgate (2006) and 

Bloody Winter (2011), all published by Weidenfeld & Nicolson. 

 

Eduardo Obradó   

Universidad de Cantabria  

 

Something’s There and Then It’s Not: Crime Fiction and Gentrification 

Gentrification, or the conversion of socially marginal and working-class areas of the central 

city to middle-class residential use, as defined by Zukin, is often perceived as a negative 

phenomenon since it implies the displacement or removal of the residents  of the affected 

areas and its substitution for affluent newcomers. For Haut, noir protagonists express 

contempt for this process of renewal or revitalization of the inner-city, as in crime fiction 

sleaze is preferable to nouveau commodification, an attitude shared by authors such as 

Pelecanos, Price and Connolly or by TV shows as The Wire. This paper will deal with how 

gentrification is regarded in contemporary American crime fiction, as well as its effects on it. 

Eduardo Obradó is a part-time lecturer at Universidad de Cantabria and a secondary school 

teacher. He is currently working on his PH thesis on representations of the city in 

contemporary American crime fiction. His fields of interest are second language acquisition 

and crime fiction in English. He has published “It’s All One World, It’s All One Book”, a 



 

 

chapter devoted to George Pelecanos in Serial Crime Fiction: Dying For More. (Palgrave 

MacMillan, 2015) 

 

Gill Jamieson 

University of the West of Scotland 

‘Not so much Happy Valley as Brutal, Violent, Drug-Ridden, Death Valley’: Exploring the 

Big/Broken Society in Wainwright’s Crime Drama 

Happy Valley (Red Productions/BBC, 2014), a six-part crime drama written by Sally 

Wainwright, aired at a time when the political environment in the UK was dominated by the 

first coalition government since the Second World War, formed in an uneasy alliance 

between the Conservatives and Liberal Democrats. Wainwright typically writes from the 

perspective of her Northern background and Happy Valley is no exception, drawing on the 

West Yorkshire borough of Calderdale and the market town of Halifax as a somewhat 

unusual backdrop for this particular crime narrative. Wainwright would say in interviews: 

‘Like a lot of people, I guess I thought those kind of things just didn’t happen in a place like 

Hebden Bridge, but of course they do. I’m not saying it’s worse than anywhere else, but 

everywhere – even market towns with lovely cafes and restaurants – has a dark side.’ The 

series was an immediate success, pulling in ratings of 6.8 million viewers making it the 

highest rated programme of the year, with the exception of the established soap operas. As 

a measure of this success, a second series was commissioned. This paper will explore the 

representational politics of the series and argue that the reason it resonated so palpably was 

that it intersected with debates about the ‘Big Society’, David Cameron’s flagship campaign 

to encourage community cohesion, social responsibility and self-reliance: “You can call it 

liberalism. You can call it empowerment. You can call it freedom. You can call it 

responsibility. I call it the Big Society” (David Cameron, 2010 [online]). Happy Valley is 

pitched at the less glamorous end of the crime genre spectrum: it’s a million miles away 

from the fast-paced investigative procedural and Wainwright isn’t hugely concerned with 

the aesthetics of forensics, her cops are uniformed ‘bobbies on the beat’ struggling to make 

a difference through the maintenance of law and order in their local community. This is the 

day-to-day reality of ordinary policing in the UK today. The police are increasingly 

beleaguered as public service resources shrink in line with the Government’s mission to 

reduce the deficit, and the communities they are policing are likewise increasingly 

beleaguered. Wainwright exposes the fragility of the Big Society idea with her focus on a 

deprived area of Northern England and the efforts of the indomitable Sergeant Catherine 

Cawood (Sarah Lancashire), the symbolic lynchpin of the local community, to deal with a 

broken Britain. 

Gill Jamieson is a lecturer in Filmmaking & Screenwriting at the University of the West of 

Scotland. Her research and teaching interests are varied but include critical theory of film, 



 

 

adaptation and the screenwriting process, and the pedagogies of creativity within Film 

Studies. 

 

[17:15 – 18:15] DAVID MALCOLM: STORIES FOR DEAD ACTRESSES 

David Malcolm was born in Scotland. He was educated in Aberdeen, Zürich, and London. For 

over thirty years he has lived and worked in Japan, the USA, and Poland. He currently lives in 

Sopot, Poland. His collection of short fiction Radio Moscow, and Other Stories was published 

by Blackwitch Press in 2015 and his first novel The German Messenger was published by 

Crime Wave Press in 2016. 

 

Thursday 15 September 2016 

 

[9:30 – 11:30] PANEL 10: SMALL WORLDS 

Tim Morris 

University of Texas at Arlington 

Trapped in the Office: Dürrenmatt, Bärlach, and the Commissaire Novel 

The archetypal "commissaire novel" may be Friedrich Dürrenmatt's Der Richter und sein 

Henker (1950-51).  In the commissaire novel, a police commissioner leads a team of police 

detectives in the investigation of various crimes, usually murders.  The commissaire  has 

subordinates, and he has superiors; the commissaire is essentially a middle manager.  He 

thus may stand as a surrogate for or representative of middle managers in many other 

professions and lines of work, where the hierarchies are similar to those depicted in these 

fictional police departments.  The implied audience for such fictions is the mid-career 

functionary in business or bureaucracy, a setting dominated by roles and routines, in need of 

its hero. Der Richter und sein Henker is a claustrophobic puzzle, where victim, killer and 

detective work in the same office. The motives for murder and for its detection 

intertwine.  Yet the novel is more than a postmodern tour de force; it exploits its settings 

(physical and psychological) to make vivid, ironic tragedy out of white-collar work.  As such, 

Der Richter und sein Henker stands at the beginning of a long tradition of finding heroes and 

adventures within the confines of an office and its team of co-workers. 

Tim Morris is Professor of English at the University of Texas at Arlington.  His books include 

Making the Team: The Cultural Work of Baseball Fiction and You’re Only Young Twice: 

Children’s Literature and Film. He maintains websites on baseball fiction and detective-

inspector (“commissaire”) fiction at uta.edu/english/tim/ 



 

 

Andrea Hynynen 

University of Turku 

Crime and Domestic Space in Pierre Lemaitre’s Noir Thrillers 

The paper examines the connections between crime and domestic space in French author 

Pierre Lemaitre’s thrillers. In some of his novels, crime invades the domestic sphere from the 

outside, for instance through the actions of a criminal who attacks the detective’s partner or 

family and finally brings crime (murder) into the detective’s very own home (Travail soigné, 

Sacrifices). In other novels, the murderer’s criminal behaviour instead originates from a 

conflictual domestic milieu. Robe de marié describes a stalker who invades and destroys his 

victim’s marriage and breaks down her mental health, because she is the daughter of his late 

mother’s psychiatrist. The mother’s insanity, tyrannical treatment of her son and ultimate 

suicide is the root cause of his stalking. In addition, crime later re-enters the domestic space 

as the stalker marries his unaware victim with the firm intention to kill her. Hence, a 

domestic place is both the starting and finishing point of the criminal’s trajectory.  In Alex, 

the eponymous female serial killer has suffered severe sexual and physical abuse by her 

brother. Her killing spree is an act of revenge, which appears to be justified by the police 

investigators as they finally discover all the details surrounding the gruesome trail of dead 

bodies that she leaves behind. All novels link crime to domestic space regardless of whether 

the crimes actually take place in a domestic setting or not. 

Andrea Hynynen is a postdoctoral researcher at the Turku Institute for Advanced Studies at 

University of Turku, Finland. After a PhD on gender and sexual subversions in Marguerite 

Yourcenar’s novels, she specialized in feminist and queer studies of French crime fiction. Her 

previous work centres mainly on Fred Vargas, Maud Tabachnik and Dominique Sylvain, but 

she has also written on representations of transgender and deviant bodies in French crime 

novels. 

 

Elżbieta Perkowska-Gawlik 

UMCS Lublin 

University and University Town: Time and Space in The Caravaggio Books by Bernard 

Peterson 

In academic mysteries the space of the university can be regarded as a slightly enlarged 

locked room with the number of suspects limited to students and faculty, whose motives for 

a potential crime are usually connected with university matters. Thus, they appear to be 

quite predictable, at least for avid readers of the genre. On the one hand, plagiarism, rivalry, 

the fight for tenure and the publish or perish threat may turn academics into perpetrators of 

hideous crimes. On the other hand, the knowledge of university mores makes professors 

very efficient amateur sleuths or sidekicks, whose expertise provides invaluable help in 

solving criminal conundrums within university walls.   



 

 

Although Kingsford University, presented by Bernard Petersen in The Caravaggio Books, 

displays the typical features of such institutions in academic mysteries, it can hardly be 

perceived as a closed space detached from the outside world. Kingsford is an academic town 

which has developed alongside the university. This close connection reveals their 

interdependence, especially so when two academics are killed and the investigation is 

exclusively conducted by the local police. The official investigators  are forced to learn the 

mapping of  the university from scratch because, unlike in other academic mysteries, there 

no professor interested in taking up the role of the amateur detective and sidekick. 

The paper will offer an analysis of a long term alliance of two overlapping spaces, town and 

university, threatened not only by the crimes but also, and even more importantly, by the 

investigation, which may reveal “a lot of dirty linen,” the washing of which would be 

embarrassing and disadvantageous to both domains. 

Elżbieta Perkowska-Gawlik is an M.A. graduate in Economics and English literature. Currently 

she is a lecturer in English Language and Literature at the English Department of Maria Curie-

Skłodowska University in Lublin, Poland. She has published articles on academic mystery 

fiction and is preparing a PhD thesis on the development of the genre in Great Britain and 

North America. 

 

Benedetta Martino  

Sapienza University of Rome 

The Perfect Balance between Time and Space in Veronica Mars 

The use of space and time is generally very important to tell a story, particularly so for crime 

stories. This research analyzes how this specific aspect influenced the narrative style in the 

TV series Veronica Mars. This American series, aired on television from 2004 to 2007, is 

unique in its genre because it’s a teen drama that embodies crime, noir and investigation 

features. The protagonist of the story is Veronica Mars, a high-school student who works as 

a private detective with her father, a former Neptune sheriff, in her free time. Her life was 

normal and happy until her boyfriend’s sister, who was also her best friend, was brutally 

murdered. That moment changed her life. The timing is very important for the story 

because this series has continuous flashbacks that enrich and enliven the plot, interrupting 

constantly and dividing the different phases in a constant passage between past and 

present. They have different forms, sometimes as the main character’s dreams that reveal 

hidden truths. Moreover, flashbacks exist for different motives: to highlight Veronica’s two 

different lives, before and after the murder, to detail events about the characters’ past and 

to show events and solutions to the mysteries. Also, this technique intends to further involve 

the spectator, making them take part in the story, giving more details of the characters’ lives 

and points of view to increase his empathy. In all three seasons the dynamics of time is 

counterbalanced by a fixed space - in fact the first two seasons are in the city of Neptune 



 

 

and the third is on the university campus. This delicate balance gives greater meaning to 

both time and space and their role within the storyline. All related details are therefore 

carefully looked after in all three seasons in order to perfectly balance their weight in the 

story itself. 

Benedetta Martino, Sociologist, PhD student at the Department of Communication and 

Social Research, Sapienza University of Rome. Her research interests are mainly focused on 

sexual sociology, risk sociology and health sociology with particular emphasis on the 

adolescent age group. She has also developed a specific interest in “teen dramas” as a tool 

for correct information. 

[11:45 – 13:15] PANEL 11: GENRE TRANSGRESSIONS 2 

Karol Jaroszewski 

University of Gdańsk 

China Mieville’s The City & the City as an Example of Hardboiled Urban Fantasy. 

Urban fantasy is a sub-category of fantasy concerned with history, all that has been lost and 

forgotten, and possibly repressed. Works of urban fantasy, such as Clive Barker’s Midnight 

Meat Train (1984), Neil Gaiman’s Neverwhere (1996) or China Mieville’s Looking for Jake 

(1998), are focused on investigating into the deeper, concealed parts of the city, in search 

for one’s identity, one’s past and the explanation of one’s present condition. This motif of 

investigation, obviously shared with crime fiction, is emphasised in the incorporation of 

crime fiction into urban fantasy in China Mieville’s The City & the City (2009).The aim of the 

presentation is to discuss the urban-fantasy setting, its theoretical background, and its 

functions in Mieville’s novel, in relation to more typical settings found in urban crime fiction. 

Karol Jaroszewski. Graduate of the Institute of English at the University of Gdańsk (MA 

degree received in 2007). Doctoral student at the Department of Philology of the University 

of Gdańsk. Profession: Middle school English teacher (since 2007), translator. 

 

Miriam Loth 

Independent scholar, Göttingen 

Schrödinger’s Murderer – Policing, Social Practice and Space in Miéville's The City &The 

City 

China Miéville’s 2009 The City & The City novel presents itself as a hard-boiled police 

procedural and as such operates with the lonely detective in the mean streets of a city. 

However, this city is not a singular place, but two overlapping and intersecting cities that 

exist in the same space at once; carefully kept intact by the inhabitants. Miéville creates an 

uncanny setting that threatens to fall apart because of the disruption caused by a murder. 

The detective must make sense of his environment, cross borders, enter a third space and 



 

 

transcend his social reality to solve the murder of a young woman. The novel follows the 

conventions of crime fiction and does not allow for a supernatural explanation of the setting, 

therefore challenging the reader's concept of genre. Setting and the function of space and 

place will be a focal point of this analysis. The paper will illuminate how Miéville explores 

space as a socially constructed concept and spotlight how the form of the crime fiction genre 

supports the effort to show how the human mind bends reality to assure itself of its identity. 

Miriam Loth is a graduate of Göttingen University who has written and published on British 

contemporary crime fiction and China Miéville’s novels. 

 

Agata Włodarczyk 

University of Gdańsk 

Crime in Fantasy Worlds of Paranormal Romances 

The last decade has seen significant growth in the number of paranormal romance novels. 

Set in urban fantasy landscapes, they combine elements of different genres: romance, 

fantasy, and most recently – crime fiction. It is not always easy to judge what is more 

important – solving crimes or romancing – looking at the book’s genre. The typical 

conventions of romance novels, such as conflicts between protagonists, misinformation 

leading to separation, dramatic declarations and passionate sex, are important features of 

these books. However, since the characters are involved in crime – either as investigators, 

vigilantes or victims – the narrative cannot focus solely on the development of a romantic 

relationship. Thus, paranormal romance narratives need to strike a balance between the 

demands of two different genres: romance and crime fiction. In this presentation, it will be 

discussed how those negotiations are made and whether a balance between the two genres 

is possible. This analysis will focus on the works of Jeanine Frost, Nalini Singh, Molly Harper, 

Karen Marie Moning, Gail Carriger and Rhys Ford. The novels under discussion will also serve 

as an example of world building which influences all plot elements, including crime and 

romance. Finally, the paper is going to touch upon the power relations presented in the 

novels and demonstrate how, by introducing supernatural creatures into their worlds, the 

authors have to deal with the different psychological makeup of the characters as well as 

relations between the protagonists, also from a romantic perspective. Attention will be 

drawn to works penned by Charlaine Harris, a crime fiction author who also wrote the Sookie 

Stackhouse series (known also as True Blood), as well as the Harper Connelly series - crime 

fiction with a slight fantasy touch. 

Agata Włodarczyk is a PhD candidate at the Philological Faculty of Gdańsk University. She 

holds a Master's degree in Psychology and a Bachelor's in Polish Philology. In her academic 

research she focuses on fandom social and cybernetic activities, as well as fan's identity. 

She's currently working on her thesis concerning RPF (“real person fan fiction”). 

 



 

 

[11:45 – 13:15] PANEL 12: CRIME FICTION: A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE 

Justyna Stiepanow 

University of Gdańsk 

Utopian, Dystopian and Heterotopian Characteristics of a Murder Scene: Spatial 

Representation of Morality and Depravation in Truman Capote’s In Cold Blood 

In the first chapter of In Cold Blood, Capote writes “. . . dramas in the form of exceptional 

happenings had never stopped there. The inhabitants of [Holcomb] . . . were satisfied that 

this should be so, quite content to exist inside ordinary life - to work, to hunt, to watch 

television, to attend school socials, choir practice, meetings of the 4-H Club” (2). Thus 

establishing a utopian community of peaceful citizens fulfilled in obeying moral and social 

norms, Capote introduces his reader to the village of Holcomb. The traits of its inhabitants 

are embodied in the Clutter family - a prosperous farmer, his wife and their two younger 

children, all soon to be the victims of a quadruple murder. The Clutters’ home, as well, is a 

reproduction of the virtues of Holcomb. When it becomes a scene of a violent crime, the 

house in turn comes to represent the dystopian nature of the murders and the perpetrators. 

In the introduction to The Spatial Turn: Interdisciplinary Perspectives (2009), Warf and Arias 

assert that “. . . no social or cultural phenomenon can be torn from its spatial context . . . no 

meaningful understanding of how human beings produce and reproduce their worlds can be 

achieved without invoking a sense that the social . . . and the personal are inescapably 

always and everywhere also the spatial” (7). Inversely, the spatial is always the social. Thus 

the scene of the Holcomb murders is not merely a furnished void but it can be described, as 

Foucault put it in “Of Other Spaces,” by a cluster of dynamic social relations. Prior to the 

crime, the Clutters’ home possesses utopian qualities which translate into the reader’s 

perception of the residents. Its safety and the social function are questioned in the course of 

the crime. The utopian clashes here with the dystopian and becomes inverted in the 

heterotopian features of the post-crime murder scene. This presentation expounds on how 

the utopian, dystopian and heterotopian characteristics of the murder scene affect the 

reader’s perception of the social phenomenon of crime. 

Justyna Stiepanow is a first-year postgraduate student at the Faculty of Languages at the 

University of Gdańsk whose research interest are the notions of time and space employed in 

the criminal justice system, particularly in the functioning of the institution of the death 

penalty. In September 2015, her MA thesis in American Studies received an honorable 

mention from PAAS. Her article: “The Personally Ugly and Socially Unacceptable: Villains by 

Choice, Nature or Circumstances?” critically exploring the characterization of capital 

offenders based on the social contract logic will be published in August by “Word Hoard 

Journal” at the University of Western Ontario, Canada. 

 

  



 

 

Marta Usiekniewicz 

University of Warsaw 

Disabled Space and Time: Leigh Brackett's No Good from a Corpse in a Disability Studies 

Perspective 

Traditionally set in cities and featuring street-wise peripatetic sleuths, classic hardboiled 

fiction perpetuates an image of able-bodiedness as a requirement for investigative success. 

As a result, rarely is time to get somewhere or (in)accessibility of a space addressed in noir. 

In fact, the white male detective’s ability to get anywhere is his trump card that enables a 

successful solution of the crime not via ratiocination or deduction, but by gumshoeing it 

along the mean streets. Mysteries are solved because the detective was at the right place 

and the right time. Thus the genre contributes to a fantasy of able-bodiedness as a 

transparent norm by creating a purportedly realistic world that naturalizes spatial 

accessibility. Though the fact that spaces are accessible to the white urban able-bodied male 

because of his racial and gender privilege has been commented upon in crime fiction 

criticism, the tacit assumption of his able-bodiedness as a contributing factor has not. What 

is more, with the exception of iconic immobile sleuths, such as Rear Window's Jeff Jeffries, 

the detective's overcoming of incapacitation or limitation of mobility is often a pivotal plot 

point, which only reinforces the ableist ideology behind traditional hardboiled crime fiction. 

Despite a brief 1970s trend for, what Irving Kenneth Zola calls, “the defective detectives,” 

and the now-popular non-able-bodied sleuths, including Galbraith/Rowling's Cormoran 

Strike or the neuroatypical versions of Sherlock Holmes, the usual place for people with 

disabilities in crime fiction is either as witnesses, victims or, especially when mental disability 

and femininity collide: villains. Thus similarly to other plot-driven genres, crime fiction 

conveys a transparently ableist message that normalizes ability and stigmatizes disability and 

achieves it through the naturalization of mobility and accessibility -- a mechanism which fits 

a broader American ideology of self-reliance and fitness as core national values ingrained 

deeply into hardboiled fiction. Therefore, a disability studies reading offers to challenge the 

way the genre conceptualizes the notions of time, space, mobility, and accessibility, as well 

as those of morality and Americanness, and shows how time, space and access are moralized 

within American culture. This analysis of Leigh Brackett's 1944 No Good from a Corpse 

attempts to show the extent to which space and time, which are crucial elements of any 

crime plot, are problematized when ability and disability are defamiliarized. Building on that, 

this paper will show not just how mental disability and physical impairment function spatially 

and temporally in a crime plot, but more importantly how the moral model of disability is 

deployed in the text to recuperate or damn characters and maintain tacit norms of health. 

Above all, it will be argued that the moral model is used to reinforce traditional 

asymmetrical gender roles and stigmatize female emancipation. 

Marta Usiekniewicz earned two Master’s Degrees at the University of Warsaw, in English and 

in American Studies. She is currently working on a dissertation about food and masculinity in 

crime fiction, "The Eating Detective: Food and Masculinity in 20th Century Crime Fiction," 



 

 

and teaching at the University of Warsaw and the University of Social Sciences and 

Humanities in Warsaw, Poland. Her academic interests include gender studies, food studies, 

fat and disability studies, as well as studies of popular culture. 

 

Marta Tymińska 

University of Gdańsk 

Heavy Rain as a Gaming Space for Sublime Crime 

Heavy Rain is considered one of the best crime games throughout the history of video 

games. This game won many awards and has a deeply moving plot, compelling characters, 

unique perspective and, finally, really surprising, yet realistic suspense. All those elements 

might be enough for an amazing crime narrative in literature; however, the game medium 

requires other, less direct ways to tell an immersing story. A captivating plotline is not the 

only aspect of the game that makes it an excellent crime narrative. There is a variety of non-

literary ways of creating a story, which are effectively used in Heavy Rain. Gameplay is 

adjusted to enhance gamers immersion through choosing an gaming engine and providing a 

gamer's agency – there are several endings created (drastically different from each other), 

depending on the gamer’s choices. Extra tactile sensations are provided by controllers' 

vibrations and movements as well as a choice of either a traditional game pad or a 

Playstation Move stick. Designing Heavy Rain as a quick event game also makes it more 

similar to classic noir movies as well as movie-like narrative. The presentation will analyse 

the main elements of gameplay, engine, balance and level design that create Heavy Rain as a 

gaming space for crime story. It will also try to answer the question what the important 

features of crime narrative in gaming are. 

Marta Tyminska is a PhD Candidate at the University of Gdańsk. Her research is focused on, 

but not limited to, avatars and narrative aspects of digital games.  

 

 


